A DAY AS FUTURE ME
Walter Moberly Elementary School
Feb 20th - 22nd 2019

3 Days, ~200 Students, Grades 4-7
2 CLP Leaders, 2 Student Leaders, 11 volunteers

One strength:
Thinking with a sense of “we” instead of just “me” gave us strength. There were moments where we were worried that the project was too challenging for the kids, especially for the first class we visited but we drew strength on knowing that we had a group of enthusiastic volunteers and two great leaders. Thinking back to “us” as a team was a great reminder for how well we worked together at kick-off, orientation and allowed us to trust that we could adapt.

One thing learned:
Just because something isn’t done the way you would have done it, it doesn’t mean it’s wrong. There were many moments we felt the urge to step in but we reminded ourselves that we could trust this process. By stepping back, we were able to see tremendous growth of our student leaders.

One Renewed Appreciation:
A community can shape you, your daily life and your future self. That’s why being in a community that cares and values thriving is so important. Being at Walter Moberly, it was evident that every day, the children were choosing to be there and it was a privilege to be in a community that so warmly fosters learning.

The Students:
Over the 3 days, students from all disciplines came and created amazing bonds with the elementary school kids. We were amazed at how well they were able to adapt, to bond, to hold space and create an experience for these kids. Fun Fact: On the last day we learned that the school teachers thought our students were B.Ed students because of how good we were with the kids. (when really, no one was from B.Ed!)